BID ADDENDUM – No. 3

PROJECT: The Flower City School No. 54 – Rochester City School District

SED Project No. 26-16-00-01-0-030-026
DWT No. 26-16-00-01-7-999-019
Transportable No. 26-16-00-01-0-083-002

ADDRESS:
36 Otis Street
Rochester, NY 14606

SUBMITTED BY:
LaBella Associates, DPC
300 State Street
Rochester, New York 14614

DATE:
February 22, 2019

Include this Addendum as part of the Contract Documents. It supplements portions of the original specifications/project manual and drawings, the extent of which shall remain, except as revised herein:

BY:

Michael E. Short, AIA
LaBella Associates, D.P.C
300 State Street, Suite 201
Rochester, NY 14614
(585) 454-6110
(585) 454-3066 Fax
E-Mail: mshort@labellapc.com
I. REVISIONS TO BIDDING SPECIFICATIONS

1. 00 11 13 Advertisement for Bids

Sealed bids will be received until 11:00 am on Monday, March 11th, 2019.

2. 00 21 13 Instruction to Bidders

   a. REVISE Section 4.01 to the following:

      i) ADDENDA AND INTERPRETATIONS: No interpretations of the meaning of the
         plans, specifications or other Contract Documents will be made to any bidder
         orally. Every request for such interpretation should be submitted in writing by e-
         mail to school54@rjscb.org. To be given consideration, such requests must be
         received on/or before 4:00 p.m. on February 28, 2019. Any and all such
         interpretations and all supplemental instructions will be in the form of written
         addenda to the Contract Documents and Addenda will be posted and hosted by
         upon the Contract Documents available at various service agencies, is responsible
         for obtaining the addenda from the hosting service. Each bidder shall acknowledge
         on the bid form, receipt of each addendum by number. Failure of any bidder to
         receive any such addendum or interpretation shall not relieve any bidder from any
         obligation under this bid as submitted. All addenda so issued shall become part of
         the Contract Documents.

3. 01 41 16.01 – Bid Form – General Trades Work Contract #1

   a. REPLACE the entire form with the form here attached as part of this addendum.

4. 01 41 16.02 – Bid Form – HVAC/Mechanical Work Contract #2

   a. REPLACE the entire form with the form here attached as part of this addendum.

5. 01 41 16.03 – Bid Form – Electrical Work Contract #3

   a. REPLACE the entire form with the form here attached as part of this addendum.

6. 01 41 16.04 – Bid Form – Plumbing Work Contract #4

   a. REPLACE the entire form with the form here attached as part of this addendum.

7. 01 43 21 – Allowances

   a. ADD the following to paragraph 3.3:

      i) Allowance 03-03: Utility Fees for Permanent Service (Electrical Work Contract #3) in
         the amount of $15,000.

      ii) Note: this allowance amount shall replace the previous allowance amount (of
          $30,000) that was added in bid addendum #2.

II. ATTACHMENTS

8. 014116.01 – Bid Form – General Trades Work Contract #1
9. 014116.02 – Bid Form – HVAC/Mechanical Work Contract #2
10. 014116.03 – Bid Form – Electrical Work Contract #3
11. 014116.04 – Bid Form – Plumbing Work Contract #4
SECTION 00 41 16.01 - BID FORM - GENERAL TRADES WORK CONTRACT #1

1.1 To the Rochester Joint Schools Construction Board (“RJSCB” or “Owner”):

The undersigned proposes to do all the work and furnish all material necessary for RCSD– School #54 – Phase 2d of the RSMP (herein, “Project”). (Use only one bid form per contract being bid):

Company Name

1.1.1 In accordance with drawings and specifications therefore and addenda comprising the Contract Documents, for the lump sum of:

Bid (not including Allowances) $_______________________________________

Allowance 01-01 $150,000

Allowance 01-02 $200,000

Allowance 01-03 $5,000

Allowance 01-04 $15,000

TOTAL BASE BID (Including Allowances 01-01 through 01-04 all inclusive)

$_______________________________________

Amount in Figures

$_______________________________________ Dollars

Amount in Writing

, herein referred to as the “Base Bid.”

1.2 ALLOWANCES

Refer to section 00 43 21 “Allowances” for description of Allowances, where used. Allowances are to be included in base bid amount and are to be used for items not identified in the contract documents. Unit Price Costs will be used to add or delete scope from allowances when directed by the Owner or Construction Manager.

1.3 ALTERNATES

Refer to section 00 43 23 “Alternates”, for description of Alternate Bids.
The Bidder is responsible for determining the Alternates that influence its Work; the Bidder will enter the cost to be added to or deducted from its Base Bid per the Alternate Bid descriptions.

Any or no entry in the space provided for each Alternate Bid, which does not reflect a change in cost, shall be interpreted as a $0.00 change to the Bidder's Base Bid. An Alternate bid may be an Add or Deduct to the Contract. Failure to recognize change in cost, when Work of an Alternate Bid relates to the Base Bid provided under paragraph one could affect the apparent low bid.

**ALTERNATE BIDS:**

1. **Alternate Bid GC-01:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

2. **Alternate Bid GC-02:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

3. **Alternate Bid GC-03:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

4. **Alternate Bid GC-04:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

5. **Alternate Bid GC-05:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

6. **Alternate Bid GC-06:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

7. **Alternate Bid GC-07:**
   - Add: ________________________________ Dollars
   - ($__________________)

---
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8. Alternate Bid EC-01 –:

Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars

($__________________)

9. Alternate Bid EC-02 –:

Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars

($__________________)

The total Base Bid, together with any approved Alternates, once accepted and awarded by the Owner, shall be referred to as the “Contract Sum.” The Contract Sum may be modified in accordance with the General Conditions (Section 00 72 16).

1.4 UNIT PRICES

Refer to Section 00 43 22 “Unit Prices”, for description of Unit Prices. For Owner’s information and for changing quantities of work items from those indicated by the Contract Drawings, upon written instruction from the Architect or Construction Manager, the Contractor shall submit unit prices (which must include all accessories, hangers, labor, materials, fire stopping, terminations, etc.). Unit prices include mark up, profit and overhead. Changes to the work shall be in accordance with the General Conditions (00 72 16).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Cost #</th>
<th>ITEM NAME</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cost per cubic yard to remove contaminated soil and replace with suitable soil</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>CY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cost per linear foot to remove asbestos-containing pipe insulation wrap</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cost per each to remove asbestos-containing pipe joint insulation (mud fitting)</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cost per square foot to provide removal of existing exterior masonry brick joint mortar and replace (repoint) with new mortar – see contract document specifications for exact repointing procedures to be performed</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cost per square foot to remove and replace a 100 SF section of the existing roof system with a new approved system. Cost to include removal to deck.</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 PROJECT PHASING AND MILESTONES

If awarded the Contract, the undersigned bidder agrees to complete the entire work on or before the milestones and dates as denoted in Section 00 43 83 “MILESTONE SCHEDULE &
CRITICAL SUBMITTALS." This includes working multiple shifts, or overtime, as directed by the Construct Manager to meet milestones.

1.6 ADDENDA

Receipt of the following addenda to the Contract Documents are acknowledged:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addendum No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>____________</td>
<td>______________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____________</td>
<td>______________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____________</td>
<td>______________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____________</td>
<td>______________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____________</td>
<td>______________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.7 Give the name of each person, firm or corporation interested in the above bid. If the undersigned bidder is:

1. An individual, give full name ________________________________.
2. A partnership under an assumed name, give name of each principal:
   ____________________________________________________________.
3. A corporation, give full legal name ____________________________
   ____________________________________________________________.
4. Give the name of each person, firm or corporation other than the bidder having an interest in bids of the Contract proposed to be taken
   ____________________________________________________________.

2.1 CERTIFICATION OF NON-COLLUSION IN BIDDING

1. By submission of this bid, each bidder and each person signing on behalf of any bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint bid, each party thereto certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury that to the best knowledge and belief:

   1. The prices of this bid have been arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating to such prices with any other bidder or with any competitor.

   2. Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been
quoted in this bid have not been knowingly disclosed by the bidder and will not knowingly be disclosed by the bidder prior to opening, directly or indirectly, to any other bidder or to any competitor; and

3. No attempt has been made or will be made by the bidder to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a bid for the purpose of restricting competition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FULL LEGAL NAME OF FIRM OR CORPORATION</th>
<th>BY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>TYPED NAME OF AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE/TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE</th>
<th>TELEPHONE NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>E-MAIL ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

3.1 All bid forms shall be signed by the name of the person, firm or corporation submitting the bid, indicating by long-hand signature the person duly authorized to sign in behalf of such person, firm, or corporation and shall contain the business address of the bidder.

3.2 Bidders are required to submit unit prices only if required by the specifications.

3.3 Owner reserves the right to award contract to include any of the Alternates. Accordingly, bidders are required to bid on all Alternates called for in the specifications. However, Owner reserves the right to waive this requirement.

3.4 No bids on different kinds of work may be combined, grouped or added together except to make the lump sum total of work called for under any one contract.

3.5 All items on the bid form shall be filled in as called for, and the completed bid form shall be without interlineation, alteration or erasure; and shall not contain a bid or bids, or form of bid or bids, other than called for.

END OF SECTION 00 41 16.01
1.1 To the Rochester Joint Schools Construction Board ("RJSCB" or "Owner"):

The undersigned proposes to do all the work and furnish all material necessary for RCSD – School #54 – *Phase 2d of the RSMP* (herein, “Project”). (Use only one bid form per contract being bid):

Company Name  

1.1.1 In accordance with drawings and specifications therefore and addenda comprising the Contract Documents, for the lump sum of:

Bid (not including Allowances)  $________________________

Allowance 02-01  $50,000

Allowance 02-02  $5,000

TOTAL BASE BID (Including Allowances)  $________________________

Amount in Figures  

Amount in Writing  , herein referred to as the “Base Bid.”

1.2 ALLOWANCES

Refer to section 00 43 21 “Allowances” for description of Allowances, where used. **Allowances are to be included in base bid amount and are to be used for items not identified in the contract documents. Unit Price Costs will be used to add or delete scope from allowances when directed by the owner or construction manager.**

1.3 ALTERNATES

Refer to section 00 43 23 “Alternates”, for description of Alternate Bids.

The Bidder is responsible for determining the Alternates that influence its Work; the Bidder will enter the cost to be added to or deducted from its Base Bid per the Alternate Bid descriptions.

Any or no entry in the space provided for each Alternate Bid, which does not reflect a change in cost, shall be interpreted as a $0.00 change to the Bidder’s Base Bid. An Alternate bid may be an Add or Deduct to the Contract. Failure to recognize change in cost, when Work of an
Alternate Bid relates to the Base Bid provided under paragraph one could affect the apparent low bid.

ALTERNATE BIDS:

1. Alternate Bid-GC-01 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

2. Alternate Bid GC-02 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

3. Alternate Bid GC-03 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

4. Alternate Bid GC-04 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

5. Alternate Bid GC-05 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

6. Alternate Bid GC-06 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

7. Alternate Bid GC-07 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)

8. Alternate Bid EC-01 –:
   Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
   ($__________________)
9. Alternate Bid EC-02 –:

Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars

($__________________)

The total Base Bid, together with any approved Alternates, once accepted and awarded by the Owner, shall be referred to as the “Contract Sum.” The Contract Sum may be modified in accordance with the General Conditions (Section 00 72 16).

1.5 PROJECT PHASING AND MILESTONES

If awarded the Contract, the undersigned bidder agrees to complete the entire work on or before the milestones and dates as denoted in Section 00 43 83 “MILESTONE SCHEDULE & CRITICAL SUBMITTALS.”

1.6 ADDENDA

Receipt of the following addenda to the Contract Documents are acknowledged:

Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________

1.7 Give the name of each person, firm or corporation interested in the above bid. If the undersigned bidder is:

1. An individual, give full name ___________________________________.

2. A partnership under an assumed name, give name of each principal:

___________________________________________________________.

3. A corporation, give full legal name_______________________________

___________________________________________________________.

4. Give the name of each person, firm or corporation other than the bidder having an interest in bids of the Contract proposed to be taken

___________________________________________________________.

2.1 CERTIFICATION OF NON-COLLUSION IN BIDDING

1. By submission of this bid, each bidder and each person signing on
behalf of any bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint bid, each party thereto certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury that to the best knowledge and belief:

1. The prices of this bid have been arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating to such prices with any other bidder or with any competitor.

2. Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in this bid have not been knowingly disclosed by the bidder and will not knowingly be disclosed by the bidder prior to opening, directly or indirectly, to any other bidder or to any competitor; and

3. No attempt has been made or will be made by the bidder to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a bid for the purpose of restricting competition.

____________________________________        BY__________________________________
FULL LEGAL NAME OF FIRM OR CORPORATION        AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
_____________________________________   _____________________________________
ADDRESS                   TYPED NAME OF AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE/TITLE
_____________________________________   _____________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE    TELEPHONE NUMBER
_____________________________________    _____________________________________
DATE       E-MAIL ADDRESS

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

3.1 All bid forms shall be signed by the name of the person, firm or corporation submitting the bid, indicating by long-hand signature the person duly authorized to sign in behalf of such person, firm, or corporation and shall contain the business address of the bidder.

3.2 Bidders are required to submit unit prices only if required by the specifications.

3.3 Owner reserves the right to award contract to include any of the Alternates. Accordingly, bidders are required to bid on all Alternates called for in the specifications. However, Owner reserves the right to waive this requirement.

3.4 No bids on different kinds of work may be combined, grouped or added together except to make the lump sum total of work called for under any one contract.

3.5 All items on the bid form shall be filled in as called for, and the completed bid form shall be without interlineation, alteration or erasure; and shall not contain a bid or bids, or form of bid or bids, other than called for.

END OF SECTION 00 41 16.02
SECTION 00 41 16.03 - BID FORM - ELECTRICAL WORK CONTRACT #3

1.1 To the Rochester Joint Schools Construction Board (“RJSCB” or “Owner”):

The undersigned proposes to do all the work and furnish all material necessary for RCSD– School #54 – Phase 2d of the RSMP (herein, “Project”). (Use only one bid form per contract being bid):

_______________________________________________________________
Company Name

1.1.1 In accordance with drawings and specifications therefore and addenda comprising the Contract Documents, for the lump sum of:

Bid (not including Allowances) $______________________________
Allowance 03-01 $50,000__________________________________
Allowance 03-02 $5,000__________________________________
Allowance 03-03 $15,000__________________________________

TOTAL BASE BID (Including Allowances)

$______________________________

Amount in Figures

Dollars

Amount in Writing

, herein referred to as the “Base Bid.”

1.2 ALLOWANCES

Refer to section 00 43 21 “Allowances” for description of Allowances, where used. Allowances are to be included in base bid amount and are to be used for items not identified in the contract documents. Unit Price Costs will be used to add or delete scope from allowances when directed by the owner or construction manager.

1.3 ALTERNATES

Refer to section 00 43 23 “Alternates”, for description of Alternate Bids.

The Bidder is responsible for determining the Alternates that influence its Work; the Bidder will enter the cost to be added to or deducted from its Base Bid per the Alternate Bid descriptions.

Any or no entry in the space provided for each Alternate Bid, which does not reflect a change in cost, shall be interpreted as a $0.00 change to the Bidder’s Base Bid. An Alternate bid may be
an Add or Deduct to the Contract. Failure to recognize change in cost, when Work of an Alternate Bid relates to the Base Bid provided under paragraph one could affect the apparent low bid.

ALTERNATE BIDS:

1. Alternate Bid-GC-01 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

2. Alternate Bid GC-02 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

3. Alternate Bid GC-03 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

4. Alternate Bid GC-04 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

5. Alternate Bid GC-05 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

6. Alternate Bid GC-06 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

7. Alternate Bid GC-07 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

8. Alternate Bid EC-01 --:
   Add - ________________________________ Dollars
   ($______________)

BID FORM CONTRACT #3  004116.03-2
9. Alternate Bid EC-02 —:

Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars
($__________________)

The total Base Bid, together with any approved Alternates, once accepted and awarded by the Owner, shall be referred to as the “Contract Sum.” The Contract Sum may be modified in accordance with the General Conditions (Section 00 72 16).

1.5 PROJECT PHASING AND MILESTONES

If awarded the Contract, the undersigned bidder agrees to complete the entire work on or before the milestones and dates as denoted in Section 00 43 83 “MILESTONE SCHEDULE & CRITICAL SUBMITTALS.”

1.6 ADDENDA

Receipt of the following addenda to the Contract Documents are acknowledged:

Addendum No. ________________  Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________  Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________  Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________  Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________  Date__________________

1.7 Give the name of each person, firm or corporation interested in the above bid. If the undersigned bidder is:

1. An individual, give full name _____________________________.

2. A partnership under an assumed name, give name of each principal:
   ________________________________________________________

3. A corporation, give full legal name__________________________
   ________________________________________________________

4. Give the name of each person, firm or corporation other than the bidder having an interest in bids of the Contract proposed to be taken ____________________________.
2.1 CERTIFICATION OF NON-COLLUSION IN BIDDING

1. By submission of this bid, each bidder and each person signing on behalf of any bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint bid, each party thereto certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury that to the best knowledge and belief:

1. The prices of this bid have been arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating to such prices with any other bidder or with any competitor.

2. Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in this bid have not been knowingly disclosed by the bidder and will not knowingly be disclosed by the bidder prior to opening, directly or indirectly, to any other bidder or to any competitor; and

3. No attempt has been made or will be made by the bidder to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a bid for the purpose of restricting competition.

____________________________________        BY__________________________________
FULL LEGAL NAME OF FIRM OR CORPORATION
________________________________________        _____________________________________
ADDRESS                   TYPED NAME OF AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE/TITLE
________________________________________        _____________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE    TELEPHONE NUMBER
________________________________________    _____________________________________
DATE       E-MAIL ADDRESS

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

3.1 All bid forms shall be signed by the name of the person, firm or corporation submitting the bid, indicating by long-hand signature the person duly authorized to sign in behalf of such person, firm, or corporation and shall contain the business address of the bidder.

3.2 Bidders are required to submit unit prices only if required by the specifications.

3.3 Owner reserves the right to award contract to include any of the Alternates. Accordingly, bidders are required to bid on all Alternates called for in the specifications. However, Owner reserves the right to waive this requirement.

3.4 No bids on different kinds of work may be combined, grouped or added together except to make the lump sum total of work called for under any one contract.
3.5 All items on the bid form shall be filled in as called for, and the completed bid form shall be without interlineation, alteration or erasure; and shall not contain a bid or bids, or form of bid or bids, other than called for.

END OF SECTION 00 41 16.03
SECTION 00 41 16.04 - BID FORM - PLUMBING WORK CONTRACT #4

1.1 To the Rochester Joint Schools Construction Board (“RJSCB” or “Owner”):

The undersigned proposes to do all the work and furnish all material necessary for RCSD – School #54 – Phase 2d of the RSMP (herein, “Project”). (Use only one bid form per contract being bid):

Company Name

1.1.1 In accordance with drawings and specifications therefore and addenda comprising the Contract Documents, for the lump sum of:

Bid (not including Allowances) $_______________________________________
Allowance 04-01 $50,000
Allowance 04-02 $5,000

TOTAL BASE BID (Including Allowances)

$_______________________________________

Amount in Figures

_______________________________________ Dollars

Amount in Writing

, herein referred to as the “Base Bid.”

1.2 ALLOWANCES

Refer to section 00 43 21 “Allowances” for description of Allowances, where used. Allowances are to be included in base bid amount and are to be used for items not identified in the contract documents. Unit Price Costs will be used to add or delete scope from allowances when directed by the owner or construction manager.

1.3 ALTERNATES

Refer to section 00 43 23 “Alternates”, for description of Alternate Bids.

The Bidder is responsible for determining the Alternates that influence its Work; the Bidder will enter the cost to be added to or deducted from its Base Bid per the Alternate Bid descriptions.

Any or no entry in the space provided for each Alternate Bid, which does not reflect a change in cost, shall be interpreted as a $0.00 change to the Bidder's Base Bid. An Alternate bid may be an Add or Deduct to the Contract. Failure to recognize change in cost, when Work of an
Alternate Bid relates to the Base Bid provided under paragraph one could affect the apparent low bid.

ALTERNATE BIDS:

1. Alternate Bid-GC-01 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

2. Alternate Bid GC-02 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

3. Alternate Bid GC-03 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

4. Alternate Bid GC-04 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

5. Alternate Bid GC-05 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

6. Alternate Bid GC-06 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

7. Alternate Bid GC-07 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)

8. Alternate Bid EC-01 —:
   Add - ___________________________________________ Dollars
   ($________________)
9. Alternate Bid EC-02 –:

Add - ____________________________________________________ Dollars

($__________________)

The total Base Bid, together with any approved Alternates, once accepted and awarded by the Owner, shall be referred to as the “Contract Sum.” The Contract Sum may be modified in accordance with the General Conditions (Section 00 72 16).

1.5 PROJECT PHASING AND MILESTONES

If awarded the Contract, the undersigned bidder agrees to complete the entire work on or before the milestones and dates as denoted in Section 00 43 83 “MILESTONE SCHEDULE & CRITICAL SUBMITTALS.”

1.6 ADDENDA

Receipt of the following addenda to the Contract Documents are acknowledged:

Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________
Addendum No. ________________ Date__________________

1.7 Give the name of each person, firm or corporation interested in the above bid. If the undersigned bidder is:

1. An individual, give full name _________________________________.

2. A partnership under an assumed name, give name of each principal:
   _________________________________.

3. A corporation, give full legal name_______________________________.
   _________________________________.

4. Give the name of each person, firm or corporation other than the bidder having an interest in bids of the Contract proposed to be taken ___________________________.

BID FORM CONTRACT #4
2.1 CERTIFICATION OF NON-COLLUSION IN BIDDING

1. By submission of this bid, each bidder and each person signing on behalf of any bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint bid, each party thereto certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury that to the best knowledge and belief:

   1. The prices of this bid have been arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating to such prices with any other bidder or with any competitor.

   2. Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in this bid have not been knowingly disclosed by the bidder and will not knowingly be disclosed by the bidder prior to opening, directly or indirectly, to any other bidder or to any competitor; and

   3. No attempt has been made or will be made by the bidder to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a bid for the purpose of restricting competition.

____________________________________        BY__________________________________
FULL LEGAL NAME OF FIRM OR   AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
CORPORATION

ADDRESS                   TYPED NAME OF AUTHORIZED
SIGNATURE/TITLE

CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE    TELEPHONE NUMBER

DATE       E-MAIL ADDRESS

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

3.1 All bid forms shall be signed by the name of the person, firm or corporation submitting the bid, indicating by long-hand signature the person duly authorized to sign in behalf of such person, firm, or corporation and shall contain the business address of the bidder.

3.2 Bidders are required to submit unit prices only if required by the specifications.

3.3 Owner reserves the right to award contract to include any of the Alternates. Accordingly, bidders are required to bid on all Alternates called for in the specifications. However, Owner reserves the right to waive this requirement.

3.4 No bids on different kinds of work may be combined, grouped or added together except to make the lump sum total of work called for under any one contract.
3.5 All items on the bid form shall be filled in as called for, and the completed bid form shall be without interlineation, alteration or erasure; and shall not contain a bid or bids, or form of bid or bids, other than called for.

END OF SECTION 00 41 16.04